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S GROUP INC, 
[PRU-T, V] 71,073,913 SHS. 

BRONSON SLOPE PROJECT UPDATE - Ronald C. Shon, chairman. 
International Skyline Gold 

Cop., provides an update on the Bronson Slope project located in 
the Iskut River area about 150 km north of Stewart, northwestern 
BC. On 23Ju197 an agreement was completed whereby Int'l Skyline 
acquired a 42.73 hectare parcel of surveyed mineral claims from 
Prime Resources Group Inc. Udder the terms of agrcemcnt, Int'l 
Skyline will pay Prime Resources a 3% NSR an and escalating 
minimum annual payment. The claims cover the Highwall slopsr 
lying to the south of Skyline's proposed Bronson slope open pit 
gold, copper mine. 

In addition to the ground, Skyline acquired the drill core from 
exploration drilling performed on the ground by the Snip joint 
venture between 1986 and 1994. Since the acquisition of the 
Highwall property, Skyline has surveyed all the drill hole collars. 
relogged the drill core, perfonncd in-fill sampling and assaying uf 
perviously unsplit core intervals, and resplit and reassaycd ail 
previously sampled intervals. 

This work has defined a zone of gold mineralization parallel to 
both the Bronson Slope porphyry deposit and thc Snip shear zone 
vein deposit. This Highwall Gold Zone exhibits a classic 
progression from widespread disseminated mineralization at higher 
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elevatjnns through a stringcr zone that progressively narrows with 
dcpth. to narrow high grade wins at the elevations where mining bas 
occuned at Snip. The disseminated mineralized zone has been 
outlined by wide spaced drilling for SO0 metres of strike length 
within tbe Highwall property. 

The potential of the disseminated part of the zone is indicated 
h y  six drill holes containing 0.58 grams gold/tonnc across an 
awrage true thickness of 70 metres. The deeper, narrow high grade 
part of the zone has only been tested by a single 1994 drill hole, 
nuinher S-126. A recent sample collected as part of the in-fill 
sampling program taken from this hole contained 15.7 grams 
gold/tonnc across 2.0 metres. This intcrsection is located at 470 , 

metres elcvation about 190 metres along strike from the nearest 
de~clopmcnt heading of the nearby Snip mine. 

Skyline has engaged Geographe International MFS Inc. to 
assist in approaching mining companies regarding the possibility 
o f  joint venture or strategic alliances to assist in the development of 
the open pit and underground potential of the Bronson Slope 
PV'pCTt)' .  (SEE GCNL N0.145, 29Ju197. P.4 FOR PREVIOUS 
K 1'1ATED PRO.IECT INFORMAXON) 


